Abstract
Introduction
To develop large scale software, developers use idiomatic coding patterns to implement a particular kind of concerns that are not modularized in the software [17] . Developers obtain coding patterns from the source code of their software, the coding standard of their team and other available resources. Such idiomatic code fragments that spread across modules are problematic in software maintenance. When developers modified an instance of an idiomatic code fragment, developers should inspect and modify all other instances of the idiom to keep the code fragments consistent [5] .
While Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [11] and some object-oriented design patterns such as Template Method [5] are effective to refactor such an idiom to a modular unit, many idiomatic code fragments are still involved in software. This is because developers are not interested in modularizing well-known implementation idioms, e.g. a loop using an Iterator, and some duplicated code fragments that are tangled with other functions.
To enable developers to understand and manage idiomatic code fragments, we have applied PrefixSpan, or a sequential pattern mining algorithm [20] , to extract coding patterns for implementing a particular kind of concerns. We have defined a set of rules to translate source code into a sequence database for PrefixSpan, and implemented our approach as a tool named Fung. Our sequential pattern mining extracts frequent subsequences of method calls and control statements in a program. Our sequential pattern mining is similar to code clone-based aspect mining approach [4] . While code clone detection techniques extract a consecutive sequence of statements or a connected subgraph of a dependence graph [10, 14] , a sequential pattern instance may involve disconnected method calls.
We have applied our tool Fung to six Java programs: JHotDraw, jEdit, Azureus, Apache Tomcat, ANTLR and SableCC. We could found several common coding patterns in these programs. Some patterns can be refactored using AspectJ, but some other patterns are hard to modularize as aspects because of their heterogeneous implementation. Our pattern mining may help developers to perform refactoring or document coding patterns for future software maintenance tasks.
The structure of the paper is following. In Section 2, we describe about coding patterns and PrefixSpan algorithm. Section 3 describes our sequential pattern mining approach for a Java program. Section 4 shows the result of case study on six Java programs. Section 5 discusses limitation and possible extension of our approach. In Section 6, we describe related work. Section 7 summarizes our current state and the future directions.
Background
In this paper, we propose a pattern mining approach to find coding patterns including crosscutting concerns. A coding pattern denotes a frequent sequence of method calls and control elements to implement a concern but not modularized in a program. For example, a pair of hasNext and next method of Iterator interface always implements a loop with a for statement or a while statement. Another example pattern is an Undo implementation in JHotDraw 5.4b1 as shown in Figure 1 . The Iterator pattern is a well-known implementation idiom in Java but the undo pattern is a crosscutting concern in JHotDraw 5.4b1. Documenting the undo pattern can help a developer to understand how the undo functionality is implemented.
To write a code fragment based on an existing pattern, developers often copy-and-paste a code fragment. Such duplicated code fragments known as code clones [7, 10, 12, 14] are regarded as aspect candidates [4] . However, most of code clone detection tools cannot detect code fragments modified after copy-and-pasted. For example, CCFinder, an efficient code clone detection tool, detects consecutive sequences of tokens [10] . Therefore, if a new statement is inserted to a copy-and-pasted code fragment, the modified code fragment is no longer a code clone of the original one. Our pattern mining covers such code fragments.
Aspect Mining
Aspect mining is a research area to identify crosscutting concerns that are not modularized in the source code. Aspect mining techniques employ some heuristic functions to detect typical implementation of crosscutting concerns in object-oriented programs. Bruntink tried to cover crosscutting concern code by code clones [4] . Marin proposed fanin analysis to extract methods that are frequently used in a program such as logging [19] . Breu's history-based aspect mining focuses on extracting co-located method calls in a program from its software repository [3] . Krinke proposed a control-flow graph mining approach to detect methods that should be called at the beginning/end of some method or before/after the method call [15] .
Our sequential pattern mining approach employ PrefixSpan algorithm proposed in [20] . Different points from the previous aspect mining approaches are listed below.
• A coding pattern involves control elements such as IF and LOOP. This enables developers to understand method call patterns with its associated control-flow.
• A coding pattern is an ordered list of elements. We can detect code fragments that are tangled with other code as a pattern instance until the sequential order of method calls has been modified.
• We defined normalization rules to handle variants of a pattern. For example, rewriting a for statement with a while statement does not affect our analysis.
Sequential Pattern Mining
Sequential pattern mining extracts frequent subsequences from a sequence database [2] . A sequence in a sequence database is an ordered list of elements. PrefixSpan takes as input a sequence database S and minimum support threshold min sup, and extracts a set of sequential patterns [20] . The algorithm first finds length-1 sequential patterns that are frequent elements from the database S. For example, length-1 patterns in an example database S = { abcd , aeade , daf b and acd } are following:
A pattern in the form of pattern : support represents the pattern and its associated support count. In this example, we used min sup = 2 that filters out e and f because each element is involved in only one sequence.
Then, PrefixSpan constructs length-(k +1) patterns from length-k patterns. The algorithm collects the sequences containing a pattern, and extracts a projected database; each sequence in the projected database is prefixed with the first occurrence of the pattern. For example, a -projected database contains four sequences: bcd , eade , fb and Table 1 . Each row shows a length-k pattern (pref ix), its projected database and new length-(k + 1) patterns. φ indicates an empty projected database.
The algorithm terminates when no new sequential pattern is found in a pass. PrefixSpan with min sup = 2 finds five sequential patterns from the example database: ab : 2, ac : 2, ad : 3, cd : 2 and acd : 2.
Coding Pattern Mining for Java
We propose an application of PrefixSpan to detect coding patterns in Java programs. Our approach comprises three steps: normalization of source code, pattern mining and classification of the resultant patterns.
The normalization step translates each Java method in a program to a sequence that comprises method call elements and control elements. Figure 2 is an example of a sequence extracted from a source code fragment. Our normalization rules, partly shown in Figure 3 , generate a sequence of the following elements:
Method call element. A method call in a Java method is translated into a method call element. A call element is a method signature without its class name. We ignore a class name to handle dynamic binding. We also ignore variables containing receiver objects since different variable names are used for each context. 
IF/ELSE/END-IF element. An if statement is translated into a series of IF, ELSE and END-IF elements.
The top pair of a statement and its corresponding sequence in Figure 3 shows the normalization rule. If the predicate of the statement calls a method, the corresponding method call element is inserted before the IF element since the predicate is evaluated before the if statement selects control-flow. Elements corresponding to statements controlled by the if statement are placed between an IF element and its corresponding END-IF element.
LOOP/END-LOOP element.
A for or while statement is translated into a pair of a LOOP element and an END-LOOP element. A method call in the predicate of the loop is translated into a pair of method call elements inserted before the LOOP element and the END-LOOP element according to control-flow of the loop statement. Figure 3 shows the rules for loop statements. If a developer rewrites a for loop to a while loop, both loops are translated into the same sequence.
In the current implementation, we ignore break, continue and return statements in a loop since we focus on the syntactic structure of a loop instead of precise control-flow information.
We apply the above rules to generate sequences for each Java method. It should be noted that this normalization process stores AST information into normalized elements; each of IF and LOOP elements knows its corresponding ELSE, END-IF and END-LOOP elements.
In the pattern mining step, PrefixSpan takes as input the normalized sequences, a threshold support count min sup, and a filtering parameter min len that excludes patterns whose length is shorter than min len. We added the min len parameter since PrefixSpan extracts too many short patterns to investigate.
An important point in the pattern mining step is how to handle nested control statements. We added a simple constraint to PrefixSpan: ELSE/END-IF/END-LOOP element in a prefix must be corresponding to the previous IF/LOOP element in the prefix when creating a projected database. Patterns extracted by our approach satisfy the following characteristics.
• A pattern is a sequence of method call elements and control elements.
• A pattern comprises at least min len elements. For example, Figure 1 shows an Undo pattern comprising four method call elements: createUndoActivity, setUndoActivity, getUndoActivity and setAffectedFigures.
• A pattern has at least min sup instances. We use the term instance of a pattern to represent a concrete code fragment corresponding to the pattern. An instance of a pattern is a list of tokens in the source code; each token corresponding to a pattern element. For example, Figure 1 involves three Undo pattern instances indicated by underlines.
• An instance of a pattern may interleave with other code fragments.
• A pattern implies its sub-patterns (shorter patterns) that have at least the same number of instances. For example, a pattern abcd implies four sub-patterns comprising 3-elements: abc , abd , acd and bcd . If the number of instances of a sub-pattern is the same as its super pattern, the sub-pattern is filtered out. This property also implies that a method call may be involved in two or more patterns.
Our approach focuses on mining coding patterns related to method calls. Therefore, we are not interested in patterns that comprise only control statements. To filter out such patterns, we use two filtering rules as follows.
• If more than 70% elements of a pattern are control elements, the pattern is filtered out. We have defined the threshold value based on our preliminary experiment; a developer can specify another threshold if necessary.
• We filtered out patterns including a control element but excluding its peer element since a control statement is always transformed to a pair of the beginning and the end of a code block (e.g., a pair of an IF element and an END-IF element),
After filtering, we classify the patterns into groups since our sequential pattern mining extracts a large number of patterns that are similar to one another. We are using a simple rule for grouping: two patterns are included in the same group if the patterns p 1 and p 2 overlap with each other, i.e., an instance of a pattern shares an element with an instance of the other pattern. This rule categorizes a pattern and its sub-patterns into the same group.
Finally, we sort pattern groups by their support count since frequent method calls are likely crosscutting concerns [19] . The support count of a pattern group is the same as the most frequent pattern in the group.
We have implemented the whole process described in this section as a tool named Fung. The tool takes as input a Java program, a pattern mining parameter min sup and a filtering parameter min len. Fung's GUI shows a list of patterns with source code and class hierarchies. Selecting a pattern in a pattern list highlights instances in source code. Fung also exports the resultant patterns in an XML format.
Case Study
We have applied our pattern mining tool Fung to six Java programs: JHotDraw, jEdit, Azureus, Apache Tom-cat, ANTLR and SableCC. The programs are chosen from three different domains: GUI applications (JHotDraw and jEdit), network systems (Azureus and Apache Tomcat) and parser generators (ANTLR and SableCC). Table 2 is a list of their version, LOC including comments and blank lines and the number of detected patterns. We extracted patterns with parameters min len = 4 and min sup = 10; a pattern comprises four or more elements and a pattern has at least ten instances in a program. We excluded pattern groups that comprise only method calls to JDK classes since JDK-only patterns such as a loop with Iterator represent a general purpose code fragment.
We have investigated the top five frequent pattern groups for each program. We have manually inspected source code of the most frequent pattern and the longest pattern in each of pattern groups. We summarized the result as tables with four columns: ID, Sup, Len and Elements. A pattern ID comprises a number indicating a pattern group that the pattern belongs to, and letters 'S' and 'L' indicating the type of the pattern. 'S' represents the pattern is the most frequent (Supported) in the group, and 'L' represents the Longest pattern in the group, respectively. For example, a pattern ID "2L" indicates that the pattern is the longest pattern in the 2nd frequent pattern group. Sup is the number of methods involving an instance of a pattern. Len is the number of elements of a pattern. The column Elements shows the elements of a pattern.
In the rest of this section, we describe several patterns found in the target programs and common patterns in the programs. Table 3 shows frequent patterns in JHotDraw 7.0.9. JHotDraw 7.0.9 is well modularized, e.g., the undo coding pattern in JHotDraw 5.4b1 (Figure 1) is already refactored. The most frequent pattern 1S is a small null-check pattern as follows:
This null-check pattern is an implementation idiom rather than application-specific functionality. Pattern 8S involves a pair of willChange and changed method calls to fire events before and after figures are manipulated. This pattern may be modularized with an aspect. Table 4 shows the patterns in jEdit. Pattern 1S involved in various methods of bsh package calls openNodeScope and closeNodeScope before and after main functionality of the methods. This seems a typical crosscutting concern that may be refactored as a Template Method pattern or AspectJ advices. jEdit also includes patterns 3S, 3L, 9S and 9L related to beep method. The patterns are to prevent a user from editing a read-only buffer as shown in Figure 4 the developer could define a pointcut to capture all text edit methods in the system. Patterns 5S and 5L create GUI components based on jEdit properties (return values of jEdit.getProperty method). These patterns are difficult to modularize since each instance creates independent components. Table 5 shows coding patterns in Azureus, or a BitTorrent client. Azureus is a multi-threaded program; therefore, it frequently uses a pair of enter and exit methods of AEMonitor class for synchronization. The patterns 4S, 4L, 8S and 8L are exception handling patterns with Debug.printStackTrace method. The pattern 5S is a logging concern spread across the modules. Although a textual search can easily capture logging method calls, the logging concern is difficult to modularize since Azureus records various messages for each logging method call. We found 51 distinct messages in 55 call sites that call DHTLog.log, and 148 distinct messages in 200 call sites that call Logger.log. To modularize such logging method calls as a logging aspect, developers have to map join points to messages such as "ping ok", "ping failed" and "add store ok". Table 6 shows the patterns in Apache Tomcat. Tomcat involves various patterns related to logging, privileged mode and managed bean. Logging pattern 1S is the most frequent pattern that has 304 instances. This pattern is also hard to modularize because there are various messages for each location where Tomcat executes an important action. The pat- tern 6SL is to execute a function in the privileged mode if isPackageProtectionEnabled method returns true as shown in Figure 5 . This pattern may be modularized with polymorphic classes. The patterns 12S and 12L in Table 6 are to handle Managed Bean. The pattern 12S is involved in createMBean and destroyMBean methods, while 12L is involved in only createMBean method. These patterns enable developers to understand how to use Managed Bean methods. Table 7 shows the patterns in ANTLR. The top four patterns 1S, 1L, 2S and 2L are involved in test methods working with JUnit. Although JUnit provides setUp and tearDown methods for modularizing a common procedure for test cases, ANTLR has to create parsers with various configurations for each test case. The other patterns are coding patterns to process the nodes of an abstract syntax tree. Table 8 shows the patterns extracted from SableCC. All the patterns extracted from SableCC are to process a tree or a list. For example, the patterns 3S and 3L call apply method for each element in an array created by toArray method.
We have manually investigated 56 patterns in total. We recognized three categories of patterns that are related to crosscutting concerns as follows although the categories do not cover all patterns.
(1) A flag method to execute an additional action in multiple methods. Patterns in this category execute an additional action if a condition is satisfied. This category includes logging patterns in Azureus and Apache Tomcat. This pattern comprises at least four elements: a method call to get a Boolean value indicating the state of a program or an object, a pair of IF/END-IF elements using the Boolean value and a method call to execute an additional action in the IF block. For example, debugEnabled() returns a global flag to control debug method calls. These patterns are typical crosscutting concerns. However, we are hard to modularize logging patterns since they use various messages for each pattern instance.
(2) A flag method to change the behavior of multiple methods. In this category, the current state of a program or an object changes the behavior of methods related to a specific feature. For example, a pattern "Beep if a read-only buffer is to be edited" in jEdit shown in Figure 4 prevents a method from editing a read-only text buffer. A pattern "Executing an action in privileged mode" in Apache Tomcat shown in Figure 5 the pattern might be replaced with an around advice in AspectJ.
(3) A pair of a set-up step and a clean-up step. A procedure often involves its set-up and clean-up steps at the beginning and the end of the procedure. A pattern in this category comprises a pair of set-up and clean-up method call elements. For example, Parser class in jEdit uses a pair of openNodeScope and closeNodeScope before and after processing a node, Azureus uses a pair of AEMonitor.enter and AEMonitor.exit to serialize operations. A pair of before and after advices or Template Method are applicable to modularize this sort of patterns.
Common patterns described above implement consistent behavior of a system. Some patterns can be modularized as aspects since consistent behavior is a crosscutting concern sort [18] . On the other hand, some patterns are unfactorable as some code clones are hard to remove [13] . For example, in the case of logging patterns, developers have to consider how a logging aspect generate appropriate messages indicating what a program is doing at each join point. If a developer writes advices for each join point, the aspect would be fragile since it strongly depends on the behavior of a base program. Capturing a concept such as "all methods to edit a text buffer" in terms of pointcut designators is also a difficult task [26] .
To maintain these unfactorable code fragments, we are planning to generate documentation for patterns from the result of our pattern mining. SoQueT [18] is a promising tool to collaborate with our approach since it supports documentation for crosscutting concern sorts including consistent behavior. We are also interested in an approach to managing source code using source code templates since it enables a developer to simultaneously modify source code fragments belonging to a single template [21] .
Discussion

Limitations
In the case study, we have extracted frequent patterns that have at least 10 instances since frequent code fragments are likely crosscutting concerns [19] . On the other hand, some copy-and-pasted code fragments may form a long, less-frequent pattern. Therefore, investigating longer patterns and comparing them with code clones are our future work. Our approach ignores the number of instances in a method. This is because PrefixSpan regards the number of sequences (methods) involving a pattern as the pattern frequency. For example, if 10 instances of a pattern were involved in three methods, its support count is three; the pattern is filtered out by the algorithm. Therefore, our approach might miss a pattern whose instances are concentrated in few methods. We have accepted this limitation since we focus on delocalized code fragments that are difficult to maintain rather than local patterns. To find all instances of a detected pattern after the mining process, we are planning to apply an AST-based matching approach [7] .
Possible Extension
We use only IF and LOOP statements as controlflow information in coding patterns. A possible extension is to add rules to normalize synchronized and try/catch/finally blocks to detect synchronization and exception handling patterns. Another possible extension is to define normalization rules for other languages such as C++ since our approach depends on only method calls and control statements.
An interesting question is how to detect common coding patterns among programs. A key challenge to automatically detect such patterns is how to compare method signatures in different applications; each program uses its own classes and methods in general.
Another challenge is the performance of the tool. The performance of PrefixSpan depends on the number of pattern candidates in a program. The current version of Fung takes a minute to analyze JHotDraw but it takes several hours to analyze Azureus on the same PC with 1GB RAM. To conduct a large scale analysis, we are planning to implement a parallel pattern mining system with a PC-cluster since Parallel Modified PrefixSpan, or an extension of PrefixSpan for parallel computing, is already available [22, 23] .
Related Work
We proposed an application of a pattern mining algorithm to detect coding patterns or frequent idiomatic code fragments that are not modularized. Aspect mining techniques [3, 4, 15, 19] employ some heuristic functions to detect typical implementation of crosscutting concerns and apply refactoring to aspect candidates. The result of Marin's fan-in analysis [19] is almost same as length-1 patterns in our approach. The difference between two approaches is the definition of frequency of method calls. We believe that a frequent method call sequence provides more context information than a single method call, although we might miss a crosscutting concern comprising a single method call such as a simple logging. Breu's history-based aspect mining focuses on extracting co-located method calls in a program Figure 5 . Apache Tomcat 6SL pattern in Table  6 is to execute an privileged action.
from its software repository [3] . This approach recognizes method calls added in a short time period or added by the same developer as intentionally co-located method calls. Instead, the approach might miss longer patterns developed in a long term. Bruntink tried to cover crosscutting concern code by code clones [4] . However, most of code clone detection tools are not suitable to detect short code fragments tangled with other source code such as patterns shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Krinke's approach is specialized to detect method calls always located in the beginning or the end of method since such method calls can be modularized as before and after advices in AspectJ [15] . This approach covers different aspect candidates from ours since our approach does not consider location of method call. Our approach does not cover aspect candidates detected by Krinke's approach, while we can detect a pattern that can be modularized as an around advice.
Since coding patterns are not explicitly modularized, developers often copy-and-paste code fragments. Such copyand-pasted code fragments are also known as code clones [7, 10, 12, 14] . However, most of code clone detection tools cannot detect code fragments modified after copy-andpasted. For example, CCFinder, an efficient code clone detection tool, detects consecutive sequences of tokens [10] . Therefore, if a new statement is inserted to a copy-andpasted code fragment, the modified code fragment is no longer a code clone of the original one. Our sequential pattern mining can detect such modified code fragments until the sequential order of method calls are modified. Another clone detection tool Deckard [7] and its extension [6] can detect a certain type of interleaved code fragments, but their approach is not to detect patterns that modify an abstract syntax tree and a program dependence graph, e.g. a pattern in Figure 4 .
Pattern mining is also applied to automatically detect violation of call-usage patterns or object protocol [8, 16, 25] , although our goal is to support developers maintaining or refactoring source code including patterns instead of detecting violations. CP-Miner uses itemset mining to detect missing function calls that should be called [16] . Kagdi compared itemset mining and sequential pattern mining and reported that sequential pattern mining could detect candidate violations that were not detected by itemset mining [9] . Kagdi also defined syntactic context that is a method call controlling execution of other method calls [8] . Syntactic context regards control statements as attributes of method calls, so it is suitable to detect frequent itemset patterns and partial-order patterns. On the other hand, a code fragment moved into a different control statement may have a different syntactic context. Wasylkowski proposed an approach to detecting object usage anomalies [25] . This approach detects method call patterns for a single object, while our approach detects method call patterns that may use multiple objects.
Our approach focuses on method calls related to application classes rather than API usage, but API usage mining is similar to our work. Acharya proposed an approach to capture partial-ordered API usage across different procedures [1] . This approach may detect interesting patterns spread across procedures using interprocedural control-flow, while our approach can be extended to detect synchronization and exception handling patterns that are specified by syntax structure. PARSEWeb is a tool to extract a specific method sequence to obtain an instance of a destination class from a source class [24] . Its analysis for partial source code fragments might be applicable to our approach in order to extract patterns related to a particular data type.
Conclusion
We have adopted a sequential pattern mining algorithm to detect coding patterns that implement crosscutting concerns. We have developed a pattern mining tool named Fung and applied the tool to six open-source Java programs. As a result, we have detected various coding patterns that implement consistent behavior in the programs. Although some patterns can be refactored using Template Method pattern or AspectJ advices, some other patterns such as log-ging are hard to modularize. Documenting such coding patterns is a possible way for us to help developers to maintain source code with the patterns.
In the future work, we will investigate a way to generate documentation for developers to understand coding patterns that are hard to modularize. We are also planning to improve the performance of our tool and make the tool public.
